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1. As lake Victoria is the source of the Nile, this lake in northern Minnesota is
the source of the mighty Mississippi. For ten points, name this lake.
A: lake ITASKA
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2. This Spanish novel is about a poor, young boy who serves different masters
and has different adventures through tricking both
his master and other people in order to survive. For ten points, name this first
picaresque novel.
A: lAZARIllO DE TORMES
~~

3. Although he was just elected, Bill Clinton haas. his eye on
being re-elected to a second term. If he were to suceed he would be
the first Democrat to serve two and only two terms since, for ten
points, what President in the first half of the century?
10
A: Woodrow WILSON
~J ft/.e.
4. This jazz performer has albums named Lofty's Roach Morel, 20, 11, Blue
Light, Red Light, and When Harry Met Sally... For ten points, name him.
A: Harry CONNICK Jr.
~ 0
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S. Ernest Hemingway shoots himself, Israel tries Adolf Eichmann
for war crimes committed during World War II, and the Soviet Union breaks
ties with Albania. For ten points, in what year did all three of these events
occur?
D/O
A: 1961
l
6. Alex Haley is best known for his book made miniseries Roots. But for 10
points, what was the original working title for this epic?
A: Before This Anger
D
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7. This word mea.r6:atchphrase or slogan today. But in the Bible
it meant either life or death depending on whether or not you could
pronounce it correctly. For ten points, what is this English word
that in ancient hebrew means "ear of corn?"
A: SHIBBOLETH
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8. For a quick 10 points, name the man who ran the House Bank up until the
Rubbergate affair. A hint: he was shot in a Washington park soon after the
scandal broke, ostensibly the result of a robbery.
A: Jack Russ

-

9. She was Ramses II's favorite wife, and her tomb shows it. Discovered in
1904, the tomb was closed in 1940 to prevent further damage. A joint
restoration by the Egyptian Antiquities Office and the Getty Conservation '
Institute began in 1986, the results of which were unveiled in May, 1992. For
10 points, name this queen of Egypt whose tomb now survives as one of the
great treasures of ancient Egypt.
A: Nefertari
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10. In China, he is known as Meng-tzu is the greatest of Confucius's succesors.
Healso wrote a a great confuciust work which shares his name. For ten points,
name this famous Chinese logician. A: MENCIUS
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11. Sulfur trioxide reacts with oxygen to form sulfate. For ten points, name
the Lewis acid in this acid-base reaction.
A: SULFUR TRIOXIDE
\),j ~ 0
12. He was the son of Maia and Zeus. He is also known as the killer of Argos
and the ruler of Cyllene and Arcadia, the sheep-land. For 10 points, name this
Greek deity who was the messenger of the Gods.
A: HERMES (Mercury is not acceptable)
\.0 - ~ (
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13. This French romance begins "My Lords, if you would hear a high
tale of love and of death, here is that of [blank]." For ten points, what two
characters, who also share their names with the story, would fill that blank?
A: TRISTAN and ISEULT (or ISOLDE)
\J 0 ( \,,)0
14. This American composer was born in 1873 and died in 1958. One of his
better known works is St. Louis Blues, but he may be better known from a
mention in Marc Cohn's Walking in Memphis. For 10 points, name the
composer.
A: W. C. Handy
<\S l O
15. Its first settlement was Mormon Station, now known as Genoa. It holds a
Basque Festival in Elko. It is also the home of Nellis Air Force Base and the
Fallon Naval Air Station. For 10 points, name this state, which has among its
nicknames the Battle Born State
A: Nevada
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16. John Gotti was the Teflon Don, but that Teflon turned to Velcro. The
harges that put Gotti in jail stuck becuase of a special state's witness: Gotti's
n
t hand man and heir apparent. For 10 points, name this mobster turned
sto
igeon nicknamed "The Bull." .
A: Salvator "Sammy" Gravano
17. Beverly Hills has Rodeo Drive, but for 10 points, what is the name of the
ritzy shopping thoroughfare of Hong Kong?
.0
(
A: Queen's Road Central
,~O -18. We all know that Pope John Paul II is Polish. But for 10 points, what Polish
city was John Paul (then Karol Cardinal Wojtyla) the cardinal for?
A: Krakow
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19. Sweden is generally considered a peaceful land. But on February 28, 1986,
Sweden's prime minister was assassinated. A manhunt yeilded one suspect who
was tried and convicted, but the conviction was later overturned. For 10
points, name the prime minister killed in this rare violent outburst.
A: Olof Palme
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20. Natives know this country as Taehan Min 'guk. It was known in the 1 st
century BC, and was a unified kingdom under the Silla Dynasty in 668. For 10
points, name this country, home to cities such as Taegu, Kwangju, and, for you
history types, Inchon.
A: South Korea
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21. Falling Water is one. The Gugenheim is another. For ten points, who -is
this twentieth century architect who designed these buildings and also created
more artistic standards than any other in the field of architecture?
A: Frank lloyd WRIGHT
22. A terminal moraine is the geographical location where a glacier stops
carrying ice and sediment. For ten points, spell terminal moraine.
A: T-E-R-M-I-N-A-L M-O-R-A-I-N-E

B (1)

23. He produced My Left Foot, which won an Oscar. He produced The Field,
which was nominated for an Oscar. He now wants to produce a movie
tenatively titled Annie, and no, it's not a remake of the musical. For 10 points,
name the producer going for a threepeat of Oscar nominees.
A: Noel Pearson
j3 0 ( _

24. Pencil and paper ready! Take the value of pi and square it.
Now, for ten points, what is the integer you get when you use the
ceiling function on this number?
A: 10
~ o

25. For a quick ten points, what is the most common male first name in the
world?
A: MOHAMMED
~O ! \.0 0
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26. "John saw the boy who was there." For ten points, identify the type of
pronoun used in that sentence.
A: RELATIVE pronoun
~O BV
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27. His most famous soliloquy begins "All the world's a stage." For ten points,
name this Shakespearean character.
A: JACQUES
~
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28. They settled on the Gulf coast of Mexico in 1500 Be. Temples and artifacts
from this civilization have been found which date from 1200 BC. Their
religion centered on a jaguar-god, a deity form that influenced future MesoAmerican cultures. For 10 points, name this civilization that paved the way for
the Aztecs, Toltecs, and Mayans.
A: Olmecs
vJ C ( 29. Take the temperature at which the Celsius and Fahrenheit
scales coincide. Now for ten points, what is that temperature in the
Kelvin scale?
c
;?
A: 233.15 (or 233)
0 _ ·v ~
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30. I wonder if Ted Bundy had any Russian ancestry. This man was recently
convicted in Rostov-on-the-Don of 52 sexually sadistic murders, in the first
showcase criminal trial in many years in Russia. Not surprisingly, he
received the death penalty. For 10 points, name this serial killer and former
schoolteacher that is living (for the time being) proof that the US isn't the
only place where crimes like this occur.
A: Andrei Chikatilo
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1. 30 POINT BONUS. For ten points each, name the three books of the Bible that are attributed to King Solomon.
A: SONG OF SONGS. ECCLESIASTES. PROVERBS

2. 25 POINT BONUS. Given the Union names of the following Civil War battle
give their Southern name.
5 points
10 points
10 points

Northern name
Bull Run
Pittsburg Landing
Antietam

CSA Name/Answer:
Manassas
Shiloh
Sharpsburg

3. 20 POINT BONUS. For ten points each, name the composer and lyricist who
collaborated on songs for Aladdin and also worked together on songs for the
Disney bomb, Newsies. The composer had worked with Howard Ashman on The
Little Mermaid and Beauty and the Beast while the lyricist previously worked
with Andrew lloyd Webber.
A: Composer - Alan MENKEN, Lyricist - Tim RICE
4. 30 POINT BONUS. Bill Clinton is considered the 42nd president while only 41
men have served in that office. Of the 41, five were never elected to the
position. For five points a piece, and five points if you get all five correct,
name them.
A: John TYLER, Millard FILLMORE, Andrew JOHNSON, Chester ARTHUR,
Gerald FORD
5. 2S POINT BONUS. Since 1993 is the 130th Anniversary of the Gettysburg
Address, answer these two questions about the historic speech. You'll get ten
points for each one correct, and an extra five if you get them both .
• Within S words, how long was it?
A: 272 words
• In which month of 1863 did Lincoln give it? A: November
6. 30 POINT BONUS. Stephen King's works almost always receive acclaim. The
movies based on them don't. For each movie based on a King vehicle I name,
tell me who directed the hit, OK flick, or disaster. S points each.
• Carrie
A: Brian De Palma
• Pet Sematary
A: Mary Lambert
• The Running Man
A: Paul Michael Glaser
• Cujo
A: Lewis Teague
• The Shining
A: Stanley Kubrick
• Maximum Overdrive
A: Stephen King (yes, the same!)
7. 20 POINT BONUS. Not only are the rank and file going, but the CEOs have
been streaming out of the executive suites as well. I will name a company, and
you name the CEO just recently unemployed. 10 points apiece.
• Wang Laboratories Inc.
A: Richard MILLER
• IBM
A: John AKERS

u
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8. 30 POINT BONUS. Given the original names of these National League teams,
give their current name. They will be worth five points for each one, and a
five point bonus for all five correct.
A: Baltimore Orioles
• St. Louis Browns
A: NY Yankees
• New York Highlanders
A: Chicago Cubs
• Chicago White Stockings
A: Minnesota Twins
• Washington Senators
A: Boston Red Sox
• Boston Somersets
9. 20 POINT BONUS. Frank Sinatra has had many musical hits in his lifetime,
but it was 1939 when he had his first big hit. Now, everyone knows that this
classic was "All Or Nothing at All," but for twenty points, all or nothing at all,
give me the first and last names of the bandleader under whose direction
Sinatra sang this great.
A: HARRY TAMES
10. 25 POINT BONUS. The Best Pictures of 1969,1979, and 1989 all have an actor
common to them. For five points each and a five point bonus for getting all
four facts correct, give me the names of these three movies and the actor who
starred in them all.
A: MIDNIGHT COWBOY - 1969, KRAMER V. KRAMER - 1979, RAIN MAN 1989; DUSTIN HOFFMAN - actor
11. 20 POINT BONUS. This instrument is used for an orchestra to tune to. For
ten points each, name both the instrument and the note it plays to warm up
the orchestra.
A: Oboe. A

12. 25 POINT BONUS. You may not have heard of the Maxwell Award, but it is
essentially like the Heisman; it too is given to the best college football player
in the land for the year. On four occasions in the 1980s it did not go the
Heisman winner. So, for 5 points each and a 5 point bonus for all 4, I will give
the year and the Heisman winner, and you tell me the Maxwell winner.
• 1980, George Rodgers
A: Hugh Green
• 1985, Bo Jackson
A: Chuck Long
• 1987, Tim Brown
A: Don McPherson
• 1989, Andre Ware
A: Anthony Thompson
13. 20 POINT BONUS. With the sacking of its creator, Jon Kricfalusi, the quality
of "The Adventures of Ren & Stimpy" looks like it may go down the tubes. But
we got a few good epsiodes before he left. One of these was the story of Ren's
uncerebral cousin visiting him for a vacation. For twenty points, name Ren's
Scandavian relative.
A: SVENHOEK
14. 30-20-10 BONUS. Name the composer given the works
30: The Children's Corner
20: Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun
10: Clair de Lune
A: Claude Debussy
,
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15. 25 POINT BONUS. The US, not surprisingly, has the most nuclear power
plants. But can you tell me the countries with the second through sixth most
nuclear plants? Please name them in descending order of number of plants.
For simplicity, do not consider the former Soviet Union or any of its
subsuquent progeny.
A: France. Japan. United Kingdom. Germany. Canada
16. 20 POINT BONUS. How well do you know numbers? Well, here's your
chance to test your knowledge of sequences of integers. I'll give you a few
numbers, and you tell me the next logical integer in the sequence, or what the
sequence is. (e.g., if you were given 3,1,4,1,5,9, you could answer '2' or 'pi'). 5
points each.
•
•
•
•

1,1,2,3,5,8
2,7,1,8,2
1,6,28
2,4,8,7,0,9,8,7

A: U or FIBONACCI sequence
A: .B. or E or EULER's number
A: 496 or PERFECT numbers
A: Lor Population of the US

17. 20 POINT BONUS. This is the phenonemon where a plant will respond to
light by bending to grow towards it. It was studied in 1926 by the Dutch
observer, Frits Went, who used agar to study the condition. For twenty-five
points, name this plant response first studied by the Darwins.
A: PHOTOTROPISM
18. 25 POINT BONUS. The Poisson gradient is the probability distribution used
to describe the occurrence of unlikely events in a large number of
independent repeated trials. So, for fifteen points, spell Poisson.
A: P-O-I-S-S-O-N
And, for another 10 points, spell occurrence.
A: O-C-C-U-R-R-E-N-C-E
19. 25 POINT BONUS. This obscure movie director is coming out with a new film
later this year in "Army of Darkness". Two of his earlier ftlms include the
now-classic, horror flicks, "Evil Dead" and "Evil Dead 2." For a whopping
twenty-five points, name this director, who also directed the superhero film,
"Darkman."
A: Sam RAIMI
20. 30 POINT BONUS. We've all seen IASERs flashing in "Star Wars" and the
"Black Hole," but its cousin, the MASER, is quite often left out of these highbudget science fiction extravaganzas. So, for 5 points each and 5 more if you
get them all, what are the five words that MASER stands for?
A: MICROWAVE AMPliFICATION STIMUIATING EMITIING RADIATION
21. 30 POINT BONUS. For a quick ten points each, name the three members of
the First Triumvirate.
A: Julius Caesar. Crassus. Pompey

,
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22. 20 POINT BONUS. He was the only direct CIA operator to defect to the Soviet
Union. He left Russia in August and was arrested in a European city. For 10
points each, name this defector and the city he was arrested in.
A: Edward Lee Howard; Stockholm, Sweden
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23. 20 POINT BONUS. Real easy. For 10 points each, give the latitudes between
which we would find the Iraqi "no-fly" zone.
A: the 32nd and 36th paralell
24. 25 POINT BONUS. Time to test your knowledge of Italian poets. Dante's the
subject this time around. So, for five points each, give me the names of the
five poets of antiquity (they mayor may not be Italian), who Dante meets in
his poem, the "Inferno."
A: VIRGIL HOMER. HORACE. OVID. LUCAN
25. 20 POINT BONUS. Pencil and paper ready! For a quick 25 points, identify
the two prime numbers whose product is 323.
A: 17 and 19
26. 30-20-10 BONUS. Name the word given the clues.
30: This English word comes from the Latin for "without wax"
20: It is an adjective synonymous with the word "honestly"
10: It is often used as a closing in business letters
A: SINCERELY
27. 25 POINT BONUS. Given a list of countries, for five points each provide the
name that all use for their currency. (e.g. U.S., Canada, Australia would be
DOLLAR)
• Algeria, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait
• Bolivia, Chile, Dominican Republic
• Cyprus, Egypt, Lebanon, Ireland
• Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Mauritius
• Chad, Luxembourg, Belgium

A:
A:
A:
A:
A:

DINAR
PESO
POUND
RUPEE
FRANC

